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TOPSY-TURVY CHIEF JUDGES
By Manuel P. Asensio

opsy-Turvy Chief Judges is based on an investigation of New York Chief Judge 

Janet DiFiore’s private conduct while engaged in defending New York County 

Family Court Magistrate, Adetokunbo O. Fasanya. No reporting has ever been done 

on this matter that exposes the illegal and exalted behavior that New York's liberal 

judges use to control children’s religious and political beliefs. The entire state 

government, the governor, attorney general and the legislatures, is deliberately and 

malicious denying parents access to justice using fraud, corruption and deceit. No 

one lawyer from within the family law bar or outside of it is allowed to represent a 

parent that is exposing the system. If they do the judges refer him to the grievance 

committee. Self-represented parents are simply fully ignored. The judges will not 

even acknowledge the allegations in dismissal orders.

The investigation uncovered the illegal methods used by the chief judge in 

operating the state’s parental rights justice system. Parental rights are a US citizen’s 

most protected rights. The Chief Judge does not recognize these rights and sanctions 

corrupt judging to deny parents these rights including the fabrication of illegal fees 

that are fabricated without notice, consent or due process. The chief judge’s scheme 

uses these fees terminate the parental rights of any parents that attempts to avail 

themselves of the law to enforce their parental rights.

The chief judge’s illegal conduct in defending Fasanya revealed the concealed 

illegal acts she performs while administrating the state’s justice system. In all but 
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the most unfortunate cases parental authority belongs to parents not the state. The 

chief judge’s system, as the investigation shows, illegally imposes the chief judge’s 

political ideology not just on parents but on the People of New York State. Chief 

Judge DiFiore first illegally supplants the People’s authority over her through 

violations of law that cannot be enforced against her.   The Chief Judge supplants

the parental authority with her own political ideology. This requires extraordinary 

levels of illegal conduct.

The chief judge’s illegal conduct begins at the trial level in the court 

room. Chief Judge DiFiore is responsible for training trial judges on how to deny 

parents their due process. This is necessary to be able to deny them their parenting 

rights. Americans do not tolerate exalted government acts or intrusion in their 

private lives. So these denials rightfully generate enormous pain and frustration. As 

a result, the chief judge needs to have specially trained armed court guards to 

suppress parental opposition of her ideology. The second level of the chief judge’s 

illegal conduct is protecting the trial judge’s denial of due process at the appeal 

level.

Protecting and concealing this outrageous corrupt judging system from the 

People and their elected officials is expensive. This is Chief Judge DiFiore must 

serious illegal activity. The chief judge does not have to pay a publicist or lobbyist. 

She uses lawyers at no cost to her free. But these agents for the chief judge are 

actually the greatest cost of the chief judge’s scheme to free society. All this 

concealment is done to enforce Chief Judge DiFiore’s political beliefs on children. 

This is utterly intolerable in a justice system on America Soil.

To read the full version of “Topsy-Turvy Chief Judges” click here.


